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Abstract
We give query-efficient algorithms for the global min-cut and the s-t cut problem in unweighted,
undirected graphs. Our oracle model is inspired by the submodular function minimization problem: on query S ⊂ V , the oracle returns the size of the cut between S and V \ S.
e 5/3 ) queries, and
We provide algorithms computing an exact minimum s-t cut in G with O(n
e
computing an exact global minimum cut of G with only O(n) queries (while learning the graph
e 2 ) queries).
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Introduction

We give new algorithms for the minimum cut and s-t minimum cut problems in an unweighted,
undirected graph G = (V, E). Our algorithms do not assume access to the entire graph G;
rather, they only interact with an oracle that, on query S, returns the value c(S) of the cut
between S and V \ S. Our goal is to minimize the number of queries to the oracle while
computing (exact) optimum cuts.

Three easy algorithms

How many queries should we expect to be necessary? It is not hard to see that n2 +n = O(n2 )
queries suffice:1 To find out whether there is an edge between u and v, we can query the
oracle for {u}, {v}, and {u, v}. The
 edge is present iff c({u}) + c({v}) − c({u, v}) > 0. After
querying all n singletons and n2 pairs, we have learned the entire graph. In fact, we can
∗
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improve slightly: the results of the cut queries are linear in n2 unknown variables; thus n2
linearly independent queries suffice.
For sparse graphs we can do even better: one can find a neighbor of a non-isolated vertex
v in O(log n) queries using a “lion in the desert” algorithm (see Lemma 3). More generally,
e 2 ) queries
e + m) queries. But for dense graphs, Ω(n
we can learn the entire graph using O(n
are necessary to learn the entire graph by a simple information theoretic argument (each
query reveals at most O(log n) bits).

The search for a lower bound
e 2 ) queries are needed to learn the graph, it is natural to conjecture that Θ(n
e 2)
Because Ω(n
is the optimal query complexity for computing the min cut. Such a lower bound would be of
e 2 ) is also the state of
considerable interest: after breakthrough progress in recent years, O(n
the art query complexity for the more general problem of submodular function minimization
over subsets of n items [22].2 Recent work of [6] indeed rules out certain kinds of algorithms
with subquadratic query complexity, but determining whether submodular minimization
e 2 ) queries remains an exciting open problem (see Section 1.1 for more discussion),
requires Ω(n
and graph cuts seemed like a promising candidate.

Our results
In defiance of our intuition, we provide algorithms for global minimum cut and minimum s-t
cut that use a truly subquadratic number of queries. Our main results are:
I Theorem 1 (Global Min Cut). There exists a randomized algorithm that with high probability
e
computes an exact global minimum cut in simple graphs using O(n)
queries.
I Theorem 2 (Min s-t Cut). There exists a randomized algorithm that with high probability
e 5/3 ) queries.
computes an exact s-t minimum cut in simple graphs using O(n
It is worth mentioning that while our focus is query efficiency, all our algorithms run in
e 2 ) or faster).
polynomial time (O(n

Techniques
All our algorithms are quite simple. Both results can be obtained using the following “metaalgorithm”: (1) subsample a subquadratic number of edges; (2) compress the (original) graph
by contracting all “safe” edges (i.e. those that do not cross the optimum cut, with high
confidence, based on the subsample); and (3) learn all remaining edges.
Uniform sampling does not work for Step (1). We build on the edge strength-based
e
sampling due to Benczúr and Karger [4], which in O(m)
time yields graphs with few edges
that approximate every cut well. Calculating the edge-strengths with o(m) queries is nontrivial. Instead of computing the strength of every edge, we sub-sample the graph at different
resolutions to classify the vertices of the graph into strongly connected components. See
Section 3 for details.
For the global minimum cut problem we also provide an even simpler algorithm, which
avoids edge-strength sampling: in a preprocessing step, we contract edges uniformly at

2

Note that the more recent work of [6] requires Õ(nM 3 ) queries, where the function is integral and M is
the maximum value the function takes; for cuts in graphs, M = n2 /4!
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random, as in Karger’s algorithm [16]. After the right number of edge contractions, it suffices
to sample edges uniformly at random in Step (1).

1.1

Related work

Graph cut minimization is a classical algorithms topic, with work dating back to Ford and
Fulkerson [11], and too many consequent results to list. Of particular relevance to the
present paper are the works of Karger and co-authors, including [16, 17, 19, 4, 18], which give
randomized algorithms for computing minimum cuts and related quantities efficiently—in
particular, this line of work establishes methodology for randomly compressing graphs while
preserving cut information, which has been used in numerous follow-up works. Though our
goal is query efficiency rather than runtime efficiency, we very much rely on their insights.
Another work of note is the recent result of Kawarabayashi and Thorup [20], who show
e
that the global minimum cut can be computed deterministically in O(m)
time. Though their
setting differs from ours, our works are similar in that we too require structural theorems
about the number of edges participating in minimum cuts in the graph (e.g. Lemma 8).
As mentioned above, our initial motivation for studying the min cut problem in this
oracle model came from submodular function minimization (SFM). SFM was first studied by
Grötschel, Lovász, and Schrijver in the 1980’s [13], and has since been a popular topic of study
(see e.g. [12] for a thorough treatment). For a submodular function over n items, the current
e 2 ) oracle queries [22]. Furthermore, [6] suggest that
best general algorithm requires Θ(n
2
e
Θ(n
) is indeed the right bound: they prove an Ω(n2 ) lower bound on the number of oracle
calls made by a restricted class of algorithms (those that access the submodular function
by naively evaluating the subgradient of its Lovász extension). For general algorithms, the
current best lower bound is due to Harvey [14], who shows that (log3 2 − o(1))n queries
are needed. Graph cuts and s-t cuts are canonical examples of symmetric and asymmetric
e 2 ) queries are
submodular functions,3 and while it would be natural to conjecture that Ω(n
needed for graph cut problems, our work demonstrates that these problems do not provide a
lower bound matching [22]’s algorithm (at least in unweighted graphs, and for randomized
algorithms).
e 2 ) oracle queries barrier for special cases of
Note that there are works that bypass the Θ(n
3
e
SFM. For example, [6] provide an algorithm with Θ(nM
) oracle queries when the function
value is integral and bounded within [1, M ] (for min cut M may be as large as Θ(n2 )).
Another special case of interest are decomposable submodular functions (e.g. [27, 25]).
We also mention a sequence of papers [8, 23, 5] which study the query efficiency of
learning a graph under a similar query model (in which each cut query can be implemented
in O(1) queries). This series of papers establishes that Θ(m log(n2 /m)/ log m) queries suffice
to learn a graph on n vertices and m edges. This improves upon our naive algorithm for
learning a graph (see Lemma 3) by polylogarithmic factors.
To our knowledge, no other works have previously considered the query complexity of
graph cuts. However, the task of compressing graph cut information into efficient structures
has been studied before from a variety of angles: sketching [2, 21], spectral sparsifiers [3],
streaming spectral sparsifiers [15], skeletons [17, 4], backbones [7], and cactus representations
[9, 24], to list a few. Note that an overwhelming majority of these works necessarily lose

3

A submodular function is symmetric if f (S) = f (S̄) for all S. ∅ and [n] are always minimizers of a
symmetric submodular function, so the “symmetric submodular function minimization problem” is to
find a non-trivial minimizer (i.e. the minimizer ∈
/ {∅, [n]}), of which global min cut is a special case.
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some (small) approximation factor through compression, and exact solutions are rare, but
exist (e.g. [1]).
There is also an indirect connection between our work and lower bounds for distributed
graph algorithms (e.g. [26, 10]), since our algorithms can be used to obtain upper bounds on
the two-party communication complexity of min cuts in some models.4

1.2

Organization

In Section 2, we present our simple algorithm for global min cut, as well as important
algorithmic primitives (such as subsampling edges). Then in Section 3, we introduce our
query-efficient implementation of Benczúr and Karger’s edge-strength based sampling, after
which we demonstrate its application to global min cut in Section 4. Finally, Section 5
contains our result for min s-t cuts.

1.3

Discussion and Future Work

The main take-home message of our work is simple, randomized algorithms for exact global
and s-t min cut with Õ(n) and Õ(n5/3 ) queries, respectively. In particular, our algorithm
for global min cut learns (up to the polylog factors) just enough information to even specify
one of the 2n distinct cuts, and both are well below Θ̃(n2 ). So in this natural oracle model,
it is possible to find the exact global and s-t cut without learning the underlying graph.
Our work also motivates numerous directions for future work: Are weighted or directed
graph cuts computable in o(n2 ) queries? Do deterministic min cut algorithms exist with
truly subquadratic queries? Or can graph cuts still provide a Ω(n2 ) submodular-functionminimization lower bound (perhaps for deterministic algorithms)? While graph cuts are
indeed a very special case of submodular functions, can any of the ideas from our work be
used in randomized algorithms for a broader class of submodular function minimization?

2

f
Global min-cut in O(n)
queries

e
We begin by observing that if G has m edges, we can learn G entirely with O(m)
queries.
This is because locating a single edge takes only O(log n) time.
I Lemma 3 (Learning an edge with O(log n) queries). We can learn one neighbor of a vertex
v ∈ V in O(log n) queries.
Proof. To find one neighbor of v, we perform the following recursive procedure: we partition
n−1
V \ v into two sets S1 and S2 of sizes b n−1
2 c, d 2 e, respectively. We then query the cut
values of {v},
 Si , and Si ∪ {v}, from which
 we can infer how many neighbors v has in Si , for

i ∈ {1, 2} ( c({v}) + c(Si ) − c(Si ∪ {v}) /2). If v has no neighbors, return “no neighbors”.
Otherwise, if v has a neighbor in S1 , then proceed recursively in S1 ; otherwise proceed
recursively in S2 .
J
e
The above observation suffices to learn the entire graph with O(m)
queries, as it is easy
to modify the algorithm to ignore known neighbors of v (if S1 or S2 contain only known
e
neighbors of v, ignore them). If m = O(n),
Theorem 1 follows easily.

4

In a model where Alice and Bob can jointly compute a cut query in O(log n) communication, and have
shared randomness, Theorem 1 (Theorem 2) provides a randomized protocol with Õ(n) (resp. Õ(n5/3 ))
communication for computing the global (resp. s-t) min cut.
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Otherwise, if m  n, a natural idea is to randomly subsample the edges of G until we are
left with a sparse graph, and use this sparse graph to learn useful data about G. Indeed, we
show that after a preprocessing step of n queries, sampling each random edge only requires
O(log n) queries:
I Corollary 4 (Sampling a random edge with O(log n) queries). Given oracle access to the
cut values of a graph on n vertices, after performing n initial queries we can sample a
random edge in O(log n) additional queries (i.e. k uniformly random edges can be drawn in
n + O(k log n) queries).
Proof. First, as a preprocessing step, we perform n queries to determine the degree of every
vertex. Now, we choose a random edge by choosing a random vertex v with probability
proportional to its degree, then performing the procedure detailed in the proof of Lemma 3,
but choosing to recurse on either S1 or S2 randomly with probability proportional to the
degree of v into each set.
J
Because we can sample random edges, we might hope to subsample G and obtain a sparse
graph G0 which has the same approximate cut values as G. In particular, if the minimum
cut of G has value c, and we sample each edge independently with probability log n/c, then
the subsampled graph G0 preserves all cuts with high probability within a (log n/c)(1 ± )
factor. However, sampling with probability much smaller than log n/c will yield poor cut
concentration in G0 .
So if c ≈ m
n , the next step in our algorithm is to do this simple uniform subsampling and
0
work with G0 , which will have ≈ n log n edges in expectation. But if c  m
n , the resulting G
will still have too many edges to learn, so we need some additional work.
Fortunately, when the minimum cut size c is small compared to the average degree, we
can preprocess G to an intermediate G∗ whose average degree is ≈ c without destroying the
minimum cut via random contractions. Our preprocessing step essentially runs Karger’s
Algorithm [16] (reproduced here for completeness) for a well-chosen number of steps (not all
the way to termination).
I Algorithm 5 (Karger’s Algorithm [16]). .
Input: A graph G.
1. For j = 1, . . . , n − 2:
(a) Sample a random edge of G, and contract its two endpoints into a single “supervertex”.
(b) Retain multi-edges, but remove self-loops.
Output: The cut between the two remaining super-vertices, which form a partition of G’s
vertices into two sets.
In Karger’s seminal paper, he proves that this algorithm finds the minimum cut in a graph
with probability at least n12 , yielding a randomized algorithm for minimum cut.
We will not run Karger’s algorithm to its completion, but rather only until there are cn
total edges remaining in the graph (we can guess c within a factor of 2 at the cost of log n
additional iterations). The following simple lemma shows that with constant probability, the
minimum cut will survive:
I Lemma 6 (Karger’s Algorithm on small cuts). Let G be a graph with minimum cut value
c > 0. If we run Karger’s algorithm on G until there are at most cn edges in the graph, then
the minimum cut survives with constant probability.
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We will prove Lemma 6 in Section 2.1. Of course, we must verify that we can run T steps
e ) oracle queries:
of Karger’s algorithm with O(T
I Proposition 7. Given oracle access to the cut values of G, we can run T steps of Karger’s
e ) queries.
algorithm using O(T
Proof. The key observation is that keeping track of super-vertices requires no additional
queries—it is simply a matter of treating all vertices belonging to a super-vertex as a single
entity.
Each step of Karger’s algorithm requires sampling a random edge, which we have already
seen requires O(log n) oracle queries assuming the degree of every vertex is known. In order
to keep track of the degree of super-vertices, we require only a single oracle query after every
edge contraction: we ask for the cut value between the super-vertex and the remainder of
the graph.
J
At this point, our algorithm is as follows: we first run Karger’s algorithm until the min cut
size is comparable to the average degree, then subsample the graph to obtain a sparse graph
that approximates the cuts of the original graph well. Applying concentration arguments,
it’s easy to see that this algorithm immediately yields an approximate min cut.
However, the following observation allows us to improve upon this, and learn the minimum
cut exactly! Since the cuts in G0 approximate the cuts in G well, any two nodes that are
together in every approximate minimum cut in G0 are safe to contract into a super-node
(because they certainly aren’t separated by the min cut). After these contractions, if there are
sufficiently few edges remaining between the super-vertices, we can learn the entire remaining
graph between the super-vertices and find the true minimum cut.
The following structural result shows that this is indeed the case: the total number of
edges that participate in non-singleton approximately-minimum cuts is at most O(n).5
I Lemma 8 (Covering approximate min cuts with O(n) edges). Let G = (V, E) be an unweighted
graph with minimum degree d and minimum cut value c. Let C be the set of all non-singleton
approximate-minimum cuts in the graph, with cut value at most c + d, for  < 1. Then
| ∪C∈C C| (the total number of edges that participate in cuts in C) is O(n).
We remark that a similar claim is proven in [20]. While the theorem of [20] would be sufficient
for our purposes,6 our proof is extremely simple, and so we include it in Section 2.3.
This concludes our global min-cut algorithm. Below, we summarize the algorithm, and
formally prove that it is correct.
e
I Algorithm 9 (Global Min Cut with O(n)
oracle queries). .
Input: Oracle access to the cut values of an unweighted simple graph G.
1. Compute all of the single-vertex cuts.
2. For c = 2j for j = 0, 1, . . . , log n,
(a) Repeat log n times:
(i) Run Karger’s Algorithm until there are a total of cn edges between the components
in the graph, call the resulting graph G1 .
ln
(ii) Subsample each edge with probability p = 80
2 c to obtain a graph G2 (any
 ∈ (0, 1/3) suffices)

5
6

A cut is non-singleton if each side has at least two nodes.
Their result is stronger in the sense that they also show how to locate the cover in deterministic time
e
O(m), while our result is slightly simpler, and we only require O(n) edges rather than O(n).
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(iii) Find all non-singleton cuts of size at most (1 + 3)pc in the graph, and contract
any two nodes which are together in all such cuts, call the resulting graph G3
(iv) Learn all of G’s edges between the super-vertices of G3 to obtain G4 (unless
there are more than n log n edges, in which case abort and return to step 2a).
(v) Compute the minimum cut in G4 , and if it is the best seen so far, keep track of
it.
Output: Return the best cut seen over the course of the algorithm.
e
I Theorem 10 (Mincut). Algorithm 9 uses O(n)
queries and finds the exact minimum cut
in G with high probability.
Proof. First, we will prove the correctness of the algorithm. Clearly, if one of the single-vertex
cuts is the minimum cut, the algorithm finds this cut in step 1, so suppose that the best cut
has value ĉ < dmin , where dmin is the minimum degree in G.
In one of the iterations of step 2, c is within a factor of 2 of ĉ, and we focus on this iteration.
In step 1, by Lemma 6, the minimum cut survives with at least constant probability. By the
concentration arguments given in Lemma 11 and Corollary 13, in step 2 every cut in G2 is
close to the value of the cut in G1 with high probability,7 and so no edge in the minimum
cut is contracted in step 3. Therefore, with constant probability, we find the minimum cut in
step 5. Since we repeat this process log n times in step 2a, the total probability that we miss
the global min cut in every iteration is polynomially small. This proves the correctness of
the algorithm.
e
Now, we argue that at most O(n)
queries are required. At every iteration of the inner
e
loop, we run Karger’s Algorithm for O(n) steps (O(n)
queries by Proposition 7). Then,
e
we subsample each of cn edges each with probability O(1/c),
or equivalently, we sample
e
e
O(n) random edges (O(n) queries by Corollary 13). step 3 does not require any queries. By
e
Lemma 8, step 4 requires learning only O(n) edges (O(n)
queries) if c is the true value of
the minimum cut, and otherwise the step is aborted. Finally, step 5 requires no additional
queries. Since the inner loop is repeated log2 n times, this concludes the proof.
J
In the following subsections, we provide proofs of key intermediate lemmas.

2.1

Compressing the graph with Karger’s algorithm

I Lemma 6 (restated). [Karger’s Algorithm on small cuts] Let G be a graph with minimum
cut value c > 0. If we run Karger’s algorithm on G until there are at most cn edges in the
graph, then the minimum cut survives with constant probability.
Proof. Fix a specific min cut C. We apply Karger’s algorithm until the total number of edges
drops to cn. At each step, the probability that we contract an edge from C is at most 1/n,
and we have at most n steps, so the probability that C survives is at least (1 − 1/n)n > 1/4
for n > 2.
J

2.2

Subsampling the graph

e
First, we show that if we sample with probability proportional to O(1/c),
every cut in the
subsampled graph has value close to its expectation. Because there are 2n cuts, a simple

7

where “close” means that the value of the cut in G2 is within (1 ± ε)pk, where k is the value of the cut
in G1 .
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Chernoff bound followed by a union bound is insufficient. Instead, we perform a more careful
union bound by appealing to a polynomial bound on the number of approximately minimum
cuts (as is standard in this setting, see e.g. [17]).
0
0
I Lemma 11. Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph with minimum cut value c, and
 let G = (V, E )
40 ln n
be the result of sampling each edge of E with probability p ≥ min 2 c , 1 . Then with high
probability, every cut of value k in G has value (1 ± )pk in G0 .
(
1 e ∈ E0
Proof. For each edge e ∈ E, consider the random binary variable Xe ,
.
0 otherwise
Notice that E(Xe ) = p. Let C be a cut of size k. By a Chernoff bound, the probability that
C has cut value deviating from its expectation by more than an -factor in G0 is bounded by:
"
#
 2 
X
 pk
P
Xe − pk > pk ≤ 2 exp −
≤ 2n−10k/c ,
(1)
2
∗
e∈C

where the last inequality follows by our choice of p.
Now, it follows from the analysis of Karger’s algorithm (Lemma 12 below) that for every
integer ` > 0 there are at most (2n)2` cuts of value at most `c. Consider a cut C with value
in [`c, (` + 1)c] in G. Using (1), we have that the probability that its value in G0 deviates
from expectation by more than ±p(` + 1)c is at most n−10` . Taking a union bound over all
such C and all values of ` the soundness holds with probability at least 1 − n−6 .
J
The following lemma, which we employed in order to bound the number of cuts of each
size, is an oft-used consequence of Karger’s algorithm (see e.g. [19]).
I Lemma 12 (Bound on the number of small cuts). If a graph on n vertices has a minimum
cut of size c, then there are at most (2n)2` cuts of size `c.
Proof. Fix a specific cut C, such that |C| = `c. Consider Karger’s algorithm, in which we
contract a uniformly random edge in each step. After t steps, there are at least (n − t)c/2
edges in the graph (since no vertex can ever have degree less than c in Karger’s algorithm).
2`c
Then in the t-th step of Karger’s algorithm there is probability at most (n−t)c
that an edge
from C is contracted. Using a telescoping product argument,
the
probability
that
C survives

Qn−2` 
(2`)!
2`
for n − 2` steps of the algorithm is at least t=0 1 − n−t = n(n−1)···(n−2`+1) ≥ n−2` .
After n − 2` steps, there are 2` vertices remaining, so less than 22` cuts survived. Therefore
in total there can only be (2n)2` such cuts in the original graph.
J
As a corollary of Lemma 11, we have that the approximately minimum cuts of the
subsampled graph correspond to approximately minimum cuts in the original graph:
I Corollary 13. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with minimum minimum cut value c. Let

G0 = (V, E 0 ) be the result of sampling each edge in E with probability p = min 402lnc n , 1 ,
with  ≤ 1/3. Then the following events occur with high probability:
Completeness the minimum cut of G has value at most p(1 + )c in G0 .
Soundness every cut of value at most p(1 + )c in G0 has value at most (1 + 3)c in G.
Furthermore, no cut has value less than p(1 − )c in G0 .
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 11, because with high probability, every cut
concentrates to within a (1 ± ) factor of its expectation.
J
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Covering approximate min cuts with O(n) edges

I Lemma 8 (restated). [Covering approximate min cuts with O(n) edges] Let G = (V, E) be
an unweighted graph with minimum degree d and minimum cut value c. Let C be the set of
all non-singleton approximate-minimum cuts in the graph, with cut value at most c + d, for
 < 1. Then | ∪C∈C C| (the total number of edges that participate in cuts in C) is O(n).
Proof. Notice that any subset of C induces a partition over V , where two vertices are in
the same component if they are on the same side of every cut. Let K = C1 , . . . , Ck be
a minimal subset of C, such that no additional cut C ∈ C splits any existing components
into two components both of size ≥ βd when added to K. By definition, k ≤ n/βd and
| ∪ki=1 Ci | ≤ (c + d) · k. The number of vertices with at least αd incident edges in K is
therefore at most 2ck/αd. Call this set of vertices S.
Now, by definition of K, adding any other cut C ∈ C (not already covered by the edges
in K) can only split an existing component if the size of at least one of them, B is small,
|B| < βd. We argue that B ⊆ S. Suppose by contradiction that there exists a vertex
v ∈ B \ S. Then v cannot have more than βd edges to other nodes inside B, because B is
small. Since v ∈
/ S, v can have at most αd edges that are already in the cuts C1 , . . . , Ck .
Thus, v has at least deg(v) − d(α + β) edges crossing the new cut.
Since the new cut is not a singleton cut, we can move v to the other side of the cut,
decreasing the size of the cut by deg(v) − 2d(α + β)).
We have that if 2(α + β) < 1 − ,
deg(v) − 2d(α + β) ≥ d(1 − 2(α + β)) > d,
which is a contradiction, since this would give a cut of value less than c. So choosing
α = β < (1 − )/4, we can conclude that S is the only set of vertices which will be separated
into additional components if we refine our partition by adding minimum cuts from C.
Therefore, the set C1 , . . . , Ck and all edges incident on S cover all edges participating in
any non-singleton minimum cut. The cover consists of at most
(c + d)k + |S| · d ≤

n(c + d)
2cn
+
βd
αβd

edges, so the conclusion follows.

3

J

Connectivity-preserving sampling in the oracle model

Now we show how to subsample a graph with arbitrary connectivity to obtain a sparse graph
in which all cut values are well-approximated (also known as a sparsifier). The algorithm
and analysis are inspired by [4], but we must make modifications to both in order to optimize
query efficiency. We begin with some definitions.
I Definition 14. A graph G is k-strongly-connected if there is no cut of size less than k in
G. The strong connectivity of G, denoted K(G), is the size of G’s minimum cut.
I Definition 15. Given a graph G = (V, E) and an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E, define e’s strength
ke to be the maximum of the strong connectivities over all vertex-induced subgraphs of G
containing e:
ke =

max

S⊆V : u,v∈S

K(G[S]),

where G[S] denotes the vertex-induced subgraph of G on S.
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The following theorem, due to Benczúr and Karger, shows that if we sample each edge
with probability inversely proportional to its strength, every cut will be well-preserved.
I Theorem 16 (Benczúr and Karger [4]). Let G = (V, E) be an unweighted graph. For each
edge e ∈ E, let ke denote the edge strength of e. Suppose we are given {ke0 }e∈E such that
1
0
4 ke ≤ ke ≤ ke . Let H be the graph formed by sampling each edge e with probability


100 ln n
,1 ,
pe = min
ke0 2
and then including it with weight 1/pe . Then with high probability, H has O(n ln n/2 ) edges,
and every cut in H has value (1 ± ) of the original value in G.
While Benczúr and Karger give efficient algorithms for computing approximate edge
strengths when the graph is known, in our setting we cannot afford to look at every edge.
The following algorithm shows how to compute approximate edge strengths, and how to
2
e
compute the sparsifier H, with O(n/
) oracle queries.
I Algorithm 17 (Approximating Edge Strengths (and sampling a sparsifier H)). .
Input: An accuracy parameter , and a cut-query oracle for graph G.
1. (Initialize an empty graph H on n vertices).
2. For j = 0, . . . , log n, set κj = n2−j and:
(a) Subsample G0 from G by taking each edge of G with probability qj = min(100·40· lnκjn , 1)
(b) In each connected component of G0 :
(i) While there exists a cut of size ≤ qj · 54 κj , remove the edges from that cut, and
then recurse on the two sides. Let the connected components induced by removing
the cut edges be C1 , . . . , Cr .
(ii) For every i ∈ [r] and every edge (known or unknown) with both endpoints in Ci ,
set the approximate edge strength ke0 := 12 κj (alternatively, subsample every edge
in Ci × Ci with probability 2qj /2 and add it to H with weight 2 /2qj ).
(iii) Update G by contracting Ci for each i ∈ [r].
Output: The edge strength approximators {ke0 }e∈E (or the sparsifier H).
I Theorem 18. For each edge e ∈ G, the approximate edge strength given in Algorithm 17 is
2
e
close to the true edge strength, 14 ke ≤ ke0 ≤ ke . Furthermore, the algorithm requires O(n/
)
oracle queries to produce the sparsifier H, which satisfies:
H has O(n ln n/2 ) edges
The maximum weight of any edge e in H will be O(2 ke / ln n)
Every cut in H is within a (1 ± )-factor of its value in G.
Proof. The proof follows from two claims, which we state here and prove later:
I Claim 19. At iteration j = dlog(n/ke )e, the edge e is either assigned ke0 = 12 κj = n/2j+1 ≥
ke /4 or has already been assigned a larger value of ke0 .
I Claim 20. At iteration j, no edges e with ke < 12 κj are assigned a strength approximation.
Given these two claims, we have that the approximate edge strength of every edge is
within a factor of two of the true strength. Furthermore, to construct H, each iteration only
2
e
requires O(n/
) cut queries. In step 2a, all components with strong connectivity larger
than the current connectivity (κj ) have been contracted, so there are no 2κj -connected
components. By Corollary 22 (stated shortly), the current G therefore has at most O(nκj )
e
edges. Therefore, in step 2a we have qj = O(n/|E|),
and the expected number of sampled
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e
e
edges is therefore just O(n),
and this step requires only O(n)
cut queries. The operations
in step 1 require no additional queries. Finally, again by Corollary 22, step 2 requires at
2
e
most O(n/
) queries, and the consequent step requires no samples. The whole process is
2
e
iterated O(log n) times, for a total of O(n/
) queries. The listed properties of H follow from
Theorem 16.
Now, we prove our initial claims.
To prove Claim 19, consider the strongly connected component of strength ke that
e belongs to, Ce . Since we subsample edges with probability qj = 100 · 40 · ln n/κj ≥
9
9
100 · 40 ln n/ke , with high probability every cut of Ce has size at least 10
qj ke ≥ 10
qj κj in
G0 (by concentration bounds identical to those in Lemma 11). Therefore, no minimum cut
removed in step 1 will disconnect Ce . The claim follows.
To prove Claim 20, we note that by definition if ke < n/2j+1 , then e cannot participate
in any vertex-induced component with strong connectivity κj /2. We will prove that every
component C1 , . . . , Cr created in step 1 is at least (κj /2)-connected. For this, it is necessary
to prove that any cut of size less than κj /2 is removed. Let C = ∪Ci be the components
of G0 after step 2a. First, we notice that at most n cuts in C are necessary to remove all
non-strongly-connected edges. Let S1 , . . . , S` be a sequence of at most ` ≤ n cuts with
sizes a1 , . . . , a` respectively, so that ai ≤ κj /2 in G when restricted to the vertex-induced
subgraph given by the vertices of C. Let a01 , . . . , a0` be the sizes of the cuts S1 , . . . , S` in C
(in the subsampled graph G0 ).
By a Chernoff bound,
(
exp (−sqj ai /3)
s≥1
0
P[ai − qj ai ≥ s · qj ai ] ≤

2
exp −s qj ai /3 s ≤ 1
We choose s =
sqj ai = qj ·

4 κj
5 ai

− 1 so that (1 + s)qj ai = qj · 54 κj . Then because ai ≤ κj /2,

4
3
· κj − qj ai ≥ qj ·
· κj ≥ 30 ln n,
5
10

and and because ai ≤ κj /2, s ≥ 35 , so
s2 qj ai ≥ 18 ln n.
Thus, the probability that any of the cuts Si has size a0i ≥ 45 qj κj in the subsampled graph G0
is at most n−6 . Taking a union bound over all of the Si , we have that with high probability,
all of the Si will be small enough in the subsampled graph to be removed.
J
To argue that we did not sample too many edges (or require too many oracle queries)
in step 2a, we must bound the number of edges with strength at least k and at most 2k.
The following lemma is the crux of the argument (this lemma is not novel and has appeared
elsewhere, e.g. [4]).
I Lemma 21. Let G = (V, E) be a weighted graph without self-loops, and let |V | = n. Denote
by w(E) the total weight of the edges in E. If w(E) ≥ d(n − 1), then G contains a strongly
d-connected component.
Proof. The proof is by induction—if n = 2, the conclusion is obvious. Now, by contradiction,
let n be the smallest integer for which this is not the case. Since G is not d-connected, by
removing a set of edges of total weight < d, we can split G into two components C1 , C2 of
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size n1 and n2 with edge sets E1 and E2 , so that the total weight of edges among the two
parts is at least w(E1 ) + w(E2 ) ≥ d(n − 2) + 1. Since G and all of its induced subgraphs have
no d-strongly-connected subgraphs, by the induction hypothesis both C1 and C2 must have
w(E1 ) ≤ d(n1 −1) and w(E2 ) ≤ d(n2 −1). But then w(E1 )+w(E2 ) ≤ d(n1 +n1 −2) = d(n−2),
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
J
I Corollary 22. In an graph on n vertices which has strong connectivity k and no components
with strong connectivity ≥ 2k, there are Θ(nk) edges.
Proof. In a strongly k-connected component, every vertex must have degree at least k, which
gives the lower bound. To see the upper bound, we invoke Lemma 21 (which gives the desired
conclusion by taking d = 2k).
J

4

Global min-cut revisited

Now that we are in possession of a more sensitive sampling algorithm, we give a simplified
global min cut algorithm (“simplified” by pushing all the complexity to the sampling
procedure).
e
I Algorithm 23 (Simpler global Min Cut with O(n)
oracle queries). .
Input: Oracle access to the cut values of an unweighted simple graph G.
1. Compute all of the single-vertex cuts.
2. Compute a sparsifier H of G using Algorithm 17 with G and with small constant .
3. Find all non-singleton cuts of size at most (1 + 3) times the size of the minimum cut in
H, and contract any edge which is not in such a cut, call the resulting graph G0 .
4. If the number of edges between the super-vertices of G0 is O(n), learn all of the edges
between the super-vertices of G0 , and compute the minimum cut.
Output: Return the best cut seen over the course of the algorithm.
e
I Theorem 24. Algorithm 23 uses O(n)
queries and finds the exact minimum cut in G with
high probability.
Proof. Let C ∗ be a minimum cut in G, and suppose the size of C ∗ is c. By Theorem 18, the
sampling performed in step 2 will ensure that with high probability the minimum cut of H
has value at least (1 − )c, and that the size of C ∗ in H is at most (1 + )c. For  < 1/3,
(1 + )c
2
=1+
< 1 + 3 .
(1 − )c
1−
Therefore, in step 3 no edge in C ∗ will be contracted. Finally, by Lemma 8 at most O(n)
edges are left between the super-vertices of G0 in step 4 (whp, assuming that all cuts are
indeed preserved within (1 ± )). Therefore, if C ∗ is a non-singleton cut, it (or a cut of the
e
same size) will be found. No step requires more than O(n)
queries.
J

5

f 5/3 ) queries
s-t min-cut in O(n

Now, we use the low-query sampling algorithm developed in Section 3 to obtain sub-quadratic
query complexity for computing min s-t cuts in undirected and unweighted graphs. Our
algorithm follows the same general strategy as the minimum cut algorithm from the previous
section: sample a connectivity-preserving weighted graph from G, then compress the graph
by contracting edges that do not participate in the minimum cut.
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e 5/3 ) queries). .
I Algorithm 25 (s-t min cut with O(n
Input: Oracle access to the cut values of an unweighted simple graph G.
1. Compute a sparsifier H of G using Algorithm 17 with G and with  = n−1/3 .
2. Compute a maximum s-t flow in H, and remove the participating edges from H; denote
the result H 0
3. Obtain G0 from G by contracting all components that are 3 · c-connected in H 0 .
4. Learn all edges of G0 and compute the minimum s-t cut in the resulting graph.
Output: The minimum s-t cut computed in step 4.
I Theorem 26. Algorithm 25 finds an exact s-t minimum cut in Õ(n5/3 ) oracle calls.
Proof. Our proof is based on the following claim:
I Claim 27. The number of edges between the super-vertices in G0 is at most O(n5/3 ).
The sparsifier H output in step 1 by Algorithm 17 has O(n ln n/2 ) edges and preserves all
cuts to within a multiplicative (1 ± ). In particular the value of the s-t maximum flow is at
most n, and so it is preserved to within an additive ±n.
Then, in step 2 we compute an (exact) s-t maximum flow F in H, and subtract F from H
to obtain the graph H 0 . Note that without loss of generality, F is integral and non-circular.
Let fH , fG ≤ n denote the size of the minimum s-t-cut in G, H (respectively). Since each
edge has strength at most n in G, each edge has weight at most 2 n inp
H Therefore, by
Lemma 28 (stated shortly), the total weight in flow F is at most O(n fH · n2 ); since
fH ≈ fG ≤ n (up to a (1 ± ) factor), this simplifies to O(n2 ) total weight.
If we could subtract exactly the maximum flow in G, we could safely contract all remaining
connected components (since the max flow certainly saturates a min s-t cut). Since the
(exact) s-t maximum flow in H approximates the flow in G to within an additive ±n error,
we claim that we can safely contract any 3n-connected component in H 0 :
Let C be a 3n-connected component in H 0 . Assume by contradiction that there is a
minimum s-t cut that separates C. Because we preserved all cuts to within a multiplicative
(1 ± ), the same cut has value at most (1 + )fG ≤ fH + 2n in H. But because there is
an s-t flow of value fH in H \ H 0 , all cuts have value at least fH in H \ H 0 . Therefore, this
approximate min s-t cut must cut at most 2n edges in H 0 . So immediately by definition
of k-connectivity, we obtain a contradiction to this cut possibly separating a 3n-connected
component in H 0 . This establishes the correctness of the algorithm, since the exact min s-t
cut is not altered in step 2.
Once we contract the 3n-connected components in H 0 , we are left (by Lemma 21) with
a total weight of at most 3n2 in H 0 .
After applying the same contractions to H, we have that the total remaining weight is
at most 3n2 + O(n2 ) = O(n2 ) (the sum of the flow and H 0 ); and therefore, since the cut
around each of the contracted vertices is the same in G and H up to a factor of (1 ± ), we
have that the number of edges remaining in the contracted graph G0 is also |E 0 | = O(n2 ).
2
e
The total number of queries necessary is O(n/
) in step 1, and then another |E 0 | in
−1/3
step 4. Choosing  = n
balances the terms, so that we have |E 0 |, n/2 ≤ n5/3 . This
concludes the proof.
J

5.1

Covering s-t min cuts with O(n3/2 ) edges

I Lemma 28 (Flow cover). In an undirected graph G = (V, E) with integral weights from
[0, W ], every non-circular s-t flow (for any s, t ∈ V ) of value f uses edges of at most
√
O(n f W ) total weight.
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Proof. Consider the induced flow graph, i.e. the DAG that has an edge from u to v with
weight equal to the flow from u to v. Fix a topological sorting of the flow graph. We define
the length of an edge to be the difference between its endpoints in the sorting.
Bucket all the edges into O(log W ) buckets according to their weights, with bucket Bw
containing all the edges of weight in [w, 2w − 1]. Let dw denote the (unweighted) average
incoming degree when only considering edges from Bw , and let `w denote the (unweighted)
average length of edges in Bw .
For each i ∈ [n − 1], at most f /w edges from Bw cross the cut Ci between the first i
vertices and the last n − i vertices in the topological ordering (because each such edge has
weight ≥ w and the total flow crossing any of these cuts is exactly f ). Similarly, the number
of cuts each that edge in Bw crosses is exactly equal to its length. We can count the total
number of pairs (e, Ci ) such that edge e ∈ Bw crosses cut Ci in two different ways: summing
across (n − 1) cuts, or summing across |Bw | edges. We therefore have that
(n − 1) · f /w ≥ |Bw | · `w .

(2)

For each vertex v, each incoming edge has a different length; therefore, the average length
among its incoming edges is at least half of its degree. By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality it
follows that this is also true on average across all edges and vertices:8
`w ≥ dw /2.

(3)

Observe also that |Bw | = n · dw . Combining this observation with Inequalities (2) and
(3), we have that


Bw
≥ d2w /2.
f /w ≥ `w ·
n
p
In particular, for each bucket, the number of edges is bounded by |Bw | = O(n f /w)
Therefore, the total weight of all edges is bounded by
X
X
p
p
|Bw | · 2w =
O(n f w) = O(n f W ).
w

w
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